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The statute remains a viable quiver in the bow of defense attorneys. This concept is best explained through example. Imagine that Ryan frequents “Sclerosis on the River,” a bar owned by Jenna in downtown Savannah. David has the reputation of starting fights and acting rambunctious. David is also notably short on money because he spends what little money he has at the bar. The bouncers and even Jenna, herself, have frequently had to escort David out of the bar and even had to call the cops on him a few times due to altercations with other customers.

Jenna, however, allows David to continue coming to the bar because Jenna and David are longtime friends. On the night in question, Ryan enters the bar with David’s former girlfriend. David goes after Ryan, but Jenna and bouncers stop the altercation and ask both Ryan and David to leave. Jenna and the bouncers, however, fail to escort the parties off the premises.

In the parking lot, David breaks Ryan’s jaw. Ryan sues David and the bar for his injuries – including more than $50,000 in medical bills for reconstructive surgeries.

Prior to the enactment of the apportionment statute, David and the bar could likely be found to be joint tortfeasors. Any agents of the bar (Jenna and the bouncers) were likely negligent in not escorting David and Ryan off the premises given that they could be “reasonably foresee” that David would “attack” Ryan.

David is obviously liable for his intentional tort of hitting Ryan in the face. Since the two tortious acts combine and the resulting injury to Ryan cannot be easily apportioned between the defendants, Georgia’s old law viewed the bar and David as joint tortfeasors.

As a result, Ryan did not bear the burden at trial of allocating the percentage of fault between the two and could recover 100 percent of his damages from the bar or David. Assuming a jury found both defendants liable, Ryan would likely seek 100 percent of his damages from the deeper pocket of Jenna’s bar. Jenna and the bar could later seek contribution from David, but such action is unlikely given David’s limited resources.

Applying the same facts under the apportionment statute, Ryan can no longer seek 100 percent of his damages from the “Sclerosis on the River.” Ryan must now carry the burden to show fault between the bar and David.

The jury must now “apportion its award of damages among the persons who are liable [i.e. the bar and David] according to the percentage of fault of each person.”

Suppose the jury finds the bar only 20 percent at fault and David 80 percent at fault. Ryan’s recovery would likely be limited to 20 percent of his total damages because David has no money to contribute. In fact and under the apportionment statute, the jury could apportion fault to David even if Ryan was not a party to the lawsuit because Ryan only sued the bar.

The effects of the apportionment statute become even more apparent if you assume the jury finds David 99 percent at fault for the fight.

The general public (especially business owners) should be aware that Georgia tort reform still reverberates across the state due to the continued viability of the important, but often overshadowed, apportionment statute.

For better or worse, the apportionment statute has made it harder on injured plaintiffs to recover damages at trial by limiting the potential liability of defendants. It is important to understand this aspect of the law prior to evaluating any insurance policy if you own a small business and are negotiating for premise liability coverage.

You may also want to be more careful when visiting the local bar for a drink.